Fire Safety

What to Do In Case of Fire

You have to get out of the house if there's a fire. TM

Dial 9-1-1 if there's a fire. AW

Never stand up in smoke. KM

Smoke Alarms and Fire Extinguishers KM

Don't walk crawl in the house when there's smoke. ML

Don't walk crawl in the house when there's smoke. ML

Fire Safety Tips

When your clothes get on fire, stop, drop and roll. IF

Don't ever play with matches. MP

Stop, drop and roll when there's fire on your clothes. IL

They have four fire trucks. KM

They have two poles. ER

What a firefighter looks like in a fire fighter suit. AW

Fire Station IP

They have four fire trucks. KM

Fire Truck JG

Spray the water, spray the fire, the hose. JG

Nozzles. They work. Push the hose to put out the fire to spray. MJ